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1 Introduction

Muscle-driven biological systems currently effortlessly outperform state-of-the-art robots in terms of adaptivity, longevity
and complexity of behavior. Fascinated by these capabilities, researchers have investigated human motor control via
computational models, as experimental data does not allow precise ablations of contributing factors. While many simulation
studies used hand-designed control mechanisms or trajectory optimization, recent advances in reinforcement learning (RL)
allow complex behaviors to be learned from scratch. Control of realistic musculoskeletal models with potentially hundreds
of muscles has, however, been out of reach so far.
We postulate that a sufficiently complex embodied agent first needs to explore its own bodily capabilities in a task-agnostic
manner. One candidate capable of driving the self-organization of complex systems into motion is differential extrinsic
plasticity (DEP) [1, 2]. The biologically plausible learning rule can produce control signals that group large numbers of
muscles together in order to achieve coherent motion, with only minimal system knowledge. While DEP leads to many
interesting behaviors within only seconds of interaction time, it is task agnostic in nature. However, its exploration is
channeled around the behavioral patterns of the preceding seconds of interaction. We thus propose an alternating control
scheme that allows an RL agent to guide and leverage this exploration to achieve targeted control of musculoskeletal
systems in reaching and locomotion tasks.
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Fig. 1: We achieve robust control on a series of muscle-driven environments. Left to right: arm26, humanreacher,
ostrich-foraging, ostrich-run. Below, the size of the action space is shown.

2 Methods and Results

Differential extrinsic plasticity (DEP) The key idea of DEP is that an exploring policy should create a feedback loop
with the environment that amplifies small perturbations but intermittently keeps coherent dynamics. The rapidly changing
weights of the control network induce active behaviors with high correlation between the degrees of freedom. So far, it was
applied on simulated robots [1], as well as real musculoskeletal robotic systems [3]. The DEP method consists of a control
network (policy) with parameters C, h, a sensor-to-motor correspondence matrix M , and a particular Hebbian-like learning
rule that is used to update the controller on a fast timescale.
For a system with a ∈ Rm actions and s ∈ Rn proprioceptive sensors, we assume to know the correspondence between
sensor values and actions, i.e. which action affects which sensor directly, captured by the matrix M ∈ Rm×n. In the most
common case, as used here, there is a one-to-one correspondence between sensor and motor/muscle (n = m), resulting in
M = I. The DEP policy is a single-layer network that computes actions as:

ai = tanh

 n∑
j=1

κC̃ijsj + hi

 , (1)



where C̃ = C
∥C∥ is the normalized weight matrix and hi are bias terms. The important component of the method is the

update of the matrix C, which uses sensor changes over time, denoted as ṡt = st − st−∆t. The update equation is defined
as follows:

Ct+1 = (1− α)Ct + α(Mṡt+∆t)ṡt
⊤, (2)

where α is an update rate. The term Mṡ can be interpreted as ȧ + δȧ, i.e. the changes in actions plus nonlinear effects
measured by the sensors. If we choose M = I, the last term simplifies to ṡt+∆tṡ

⊤
t , which amplifies motions with

time-correlated sensor velocities. The bias term h is adapted to produce zero-mean adaptation for the computed actions.
Intuitively, DEP can coerce a system into highly correlated motions—even if that requires hundreds of control signals.

Integrating DEP as exploration in reinforcement learning (DEP-RL) To impose guidance on DEP, we integrate it into
RL with two simple, but effective, components. This allows the RL agent to harness DEP exploration, while guiding the
system to solve an external task. Initially, we give complete control to DEP in order to generate useful initial exploration.
After collecting sufficient unguided data, we use DEP for intra-episode exploration. We, therefore, hand over control to the
RL agent and switch between DEP and RL in an alternating fashion. The system can approach task-relevant state regions
before deploying DEP to generate short, but explorative, trajectories.

Application to reaching and locomotion tasks We now apply DEP-MPO to realistic control scenarios with large numbers
of muscles (Fig. 2). For goal-reaching tasks (upper row) we consider binary sparse rewards, while the bipedal locomotion
task(lower row) uses a dense reward maximizing the x-velocity to the right. We use HER [4, 5] and TD4 [6] as baselines.
MPO [7] is our main RL algorithm. In reaching, DEP-MPO performs much better than vanilla MPO (Fig. 2). In locomotion,
DEP-MPO outperforms the best MPO and TD4 scores. The DEP-RL method is able to solve complex reaching and
locomotion tasks with high-dimensional musculoskeletal systems, while keeping control on the muscle-stimulation level.
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Fig. 2: Upper row: DEP-MPO and DEP-HER-MPO outperform all baselines, except for ostrich-foraging, where slightly
faster learning can be observed for HER-MPO. Lower row: DEP-MPO achieves the largest returns in the running task.

3 Conclusion

We identify a lack of sufficient self-exploration by uncorrelated random noise as one of the key issues when learning
RL controllers for muscle-driven systems. Consequently, we propose to make use of the biologically plausible learning
rule DEP as an unguided self-organization drive that can be harnessed by embodied RL agents for musculoskeletal
control tasks. Our alternating control scheme leverages the fast, but unguided, self-organization capabilities of DEP to
improve exploration without the use of reference data or hand-crafted initialization schemes, to increase performance and
data-efficiency of an RL agent. While our work may allow motor control researchers to generate complex movements for
highly redundant musculoskeletal systems, it is also an important stepping stone in the quest for muscle-driven robotic
systems viable for real-world applications.
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